Currently there does not seem to be an efficient computer subroutine for evaluating the real exponential integral (1) Ei ix) = -j'j-jt-= -Eii- give Ei ix) to 15S. Table 1 gives the values of Shi ix) for x = 1.0(1.0)30.0 to 13S, computed and verified as described above.
Ei ix) = -j'j-jt-= -Eii-x) ( where the principal value is understood for positive values of the argument) for x > A. Clenshaw, Miller and Woodger [2] give algorithms, based on Chebyshev series [1] , for x ^ 4, but the higher range is deferred for later investigation. The techniques of Harris [5] , Kotani et al. [6] , and Miller and Hurst [7] have been used successfully to compute tables of the function in this range, but are difficult to mechanize because they involve successive recursions from smaller values of the argument. In order to construct a minimax rational approximation, using for example the Remes algorithm as described by Cody and Stoer [3] or by Ralston [8], a procedure for computing the function to an accuracy somewhat greater than that desired in the approximation is required. We found it is convenient to generate Ei ix) for x > 0 by using the relation
We evaluated Ei (x) for x = 0.5(0.5)30.0 according to Eq. (2) using double-precision arithmetic on an IBM 7094 computer. Clenshaw's Chebyshev expansions [1] were used to generate Eiix). The function Shi ix) was evaluated by Gauss-Legendre quadrature, using the abscissas and weight factors given by Davis and Polonsky [4] . The values obtained for both Eiix) and Ei ix) agreed to 15S with Harris' tables [5] . To this accuracy, Eiix) is negligible in Eq. (3) for x > 18. For x > 30, the improved asymptotic expansion of Wadsworth [9] is adequate to
give Ei ix) to 15S. Table 1 gives the values of Shi ix) for x = 1.0(1.0)30.0 to 13S, computed and verified as described above. 
